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Chapter - I 
INTRODUCTION 
Kashmir, the most beautiful valley of the Himalayas, and 
watershed of the Punjabi which has been considered to be the 
grainery of the United India, has been known to the world 
since times immemorial. The Greek historian and geographer 
Ptolemy mentions it in his book and latter Arab geographers 
and historians give us more information about it, Ibn Batuta 
also praises the beauty of the nature of Kashmir. 
Geologists tell us that millions of years ago Northern 
India was a sea and Deccan was the part of Africa. During 
this rift and drift of the earth, various continents came 
into existence. During such tectonic actions the beautiful 
valley of Kashmir appeaxrs to have taken its present shape. 
Kaonana on the basis of story confirms the above mentioned 
statmoent. Kashmir was a lake and was called Satisar. During 
the g«o~physical changes scroetime before millions of years, 
there occured some outlet near present Baramulla and the water 
gushed out. 
This valley was given name Kashyapnar on the name of 
1 sanaar Qtan Kouli fhe baautiful valley of Kashmir. 
Kashyap Rishi (a saint) and latter on with the passage o£ time 
people prcHiounced it as Kashmir. Like other parts of northern 
India, Kashmir was also inhabited by Aryans when their hoards 
cmm fr^ xn central Asia. By virtue of being on the caravan 
route of Central Asia and India, it attained great importance, 
besides it was an abode of the greatest religions -- the Budhisin 
and the Hindu Dhaxroas. During the 14th centuxry, a large number 
of people accepted Islam. As such there are sacred places of 
every religion in Kashmir, A large number of devotees visit 
Kashmir for pilgrimage. 
In 1586 Kashmir was occupied by the Mughals and the age 
long isolation came to an end. The beautiful valley was exposed 
to foreigners and since the Europeans began taking interest 
in this area of natural beauty. The Mughals paid annual 
visits to this area. They developed various beautiful spots 
and laid out gardens, built palaces and constructed roads and 
road-side inns. The present day world-famous gardens and 
tourist spots owe the importance to them. The early gardens 
laid out by the Sultans of Kashmir, prior to the Mughal 
ascendence, were devastated and no clue was found anywhere. 
Mughals beautified the Dal. I^ ie Subedars and other nobles, by 
imitating their masters, also built their palaces and laid 
out gardens. Hhey accompanied the monarches and as such the 
tourist, the basis of tourist trafic was laid down. 
Howavar, it was only during this century that the Britishers 
flocked In to avoid the unbearable heat o£ the Indian plains. 
This natural beauty spot began to develop and the influx increased 
day by day. This naturally resulted In the develojxnent of trade 
and coRvnerce. As such, the merchants« the religious devotees, 
missionaries, scholars and the lovers of nature, visited the 
valley. These tourists belonged to different social, economical 
and political set ups, equally they varied in caste, colour 
and creed. They belonged to different cultural traits and 
habits. Thus the action and interaction among various varied 
cultural groups resulted into different cultures. A new socio-
cultur«l society emerged up in the shape of modem Kashmir, 
AS it has been discussed in detail in the subsequent 
chapters that a large number of visitors, both natives and 
foreigners lived in house-boats. The house-boats are owned by 
a peculare section of the society who are known as HanJis. It 
is a strange phenomena that not any of other communities has 
taken up this trade. This community is directly concerned with 
the tourists and play an important role in tourist trade. 
Sociologically it im very essential to study the social structure 
of these Hanjis and to understand their culture also, which is 
changing day by day by their ctxitacts ithe tourists of the 
different cultures. 
The origin of the house-boats dates back to medeavel ages. 
It was introduced by the Great King, Zainula]3din during his 
reign. Hs introduoed various types of house-boats. The Mu^al 
Monarchy AldMr« intro(haced Gitjrat type of boats and thousands of 
beautiful type of house-boats were built. But the present 
type of house-boats with all thf^iaodem amenities were 
introduced by M.T. Kennard in 1888. Keeping in view the ever-
growing tourist traffic the number of house-boats increased 
rapidly. 
Hanjis as class is in itself divided into various sub-
divisions. The house-boat owners are considered a superior 
class, both socially and economically. Keeping in view this 
complex structure of this ccaaomunity, a thorough and deep 
study is essentially needed. It will be an Interesting case-
study from sociological point of view, and simultaneously will 
help us to have an economic survey of this community which 
obviously will have bearing on the tourist Industry, 
The boats have been the main source of conveyance within 
the valley and as such we require to dive deep in medeaval as 
well as in modem sources. The European travellers* accounts 
are of great help to this effort, because they mostly 
preferred to enjoy the trips in the hou8e*4>oat8, But to have 
an up to date information cm various aspects, we have adopted 
the interview technique, which helped us to a great extent. 
I prepared the interview schedule of two kinds for the two 
types of the respondents, i.e., interview schedule 'A* for the 
50 heads of the families of the house-boat HanJis and interview 
schedule "B* for the 50 youngmen of 20 to 25 years of age 
among the house-boat Hanjis. 
Ghaptor - IZ 
M/^lSIS, THE HOUSB-BOASP OWNERS AND f4ANA68R8 f 
A BRZSF ZNTRGDUCTIOH 
iianjis belong to a aect iihich live in boats in the rivers 
and lakes and on the banks of rivers of Kashmir* Their profession 
is very old and since a Icmg time they have becoioe the inhabitants 
of Kashmir. According to history Raja patxfoat sen introduced 
boatmen from sangaldip and they belonged to the vaishya comtitmity 
there. When questioned about their origin^ they answered as 
*£3oah* is their ancestor. At present vre find that this community 
has spread all over the rivers of the valley and we do not 
find any lake or river where this cccKmnity is not living. 
Hanji comaunity is performing an important role in the 
Kashpair society, in every fit^ ld their services are needed. 
Hanjis have divided themselves into their different groups 
according to their nature of work. As house-boat hanjis, they 
do not do any other Job except tourist-trade. They are dealing 
with the tourists^ providing them accommodation and run their 
boats as hotels. This grmqp is being considered anong others 
respectable eoonoinically and socially. This grcmp is not the 
richest group only anong h«njis but also amongst the other 
KeshMiriJi* Ihoir standaitl of living is also very hi^h and 
th«iy are also the ttpeznost class among as their division into 
oth«r oKOUps is considttrad. lAvin coRsa the •Store Hwijis* 
gcoiqit. Vheir professior) is to carcy govemstent rations from 
srlnagar to other parts o£ Kashmir. XD this way they perform 
the job of transport and play an iviportant role. Ifiese HanjIs 
keep themselves bxisy with their profession and generally they 
never try to take up any other business. Besides the govement 
ration transportation, they supply fire-wood to the different 
parts of Kashatr. Ihlrd grovqp among Han J Is Is 'Grass Hanjls*. 
They purchase grass and supply this grass to the ivsedted areas 
of the State. Otiey also are named as grass Hanjls only because 
of the profession they hold. 
Mata Hanjls Is another group who also supply the necessities 
of the day to day life as pots made of clay, vho are of canroon 
use in Kashmir. They are given the namci Mata Hanjls as Mata 
a. 
is the local name of)pot. 
Fishenoan Hanjls is another group among them. They are 
dealing with the business of fi.'4MMi. They stqpply fishes to 
the lAiole State and are next to the house-boat Hanjls in mon«y 
earning. This group we find eyrfwliere in the rivers and lakes 
of Kashmir. Ofiis group is t^ te lowest gsoiip among other groups 
of the Han j is, Hiey are baring considered as mean and are very 
terrible also. In general, Hanjls are considered as dishonest 
but this group is a bit forward in this respect. 
Doonga Hanjis also belcmg to this group. They run in the 
water and can stay under water for hours, t#ien«v«r any eoetly 
articl* falls dovn in the riv«r or in the deep %rat«r« o£ a 
laka« tha Doonga Hanjis can fish it out as they ara experienced 
Hanjls as a %ihole are being considered as a lower ccHonunity 
in Kashmir society even if they are conqparatively better off 
than the peasants and other working classes. Kastvniris do not 
ccmsider them as their equals because Han j is are morally low 
and are being ccmsidered too much backward in education. 
Hanjis themselves accept it and they are trying to improve their 
lot noir. !Chey are giving away the practice of living in the 
boats and are purchasing land and constructing bouses on the 
land. They become eccmomically better when leave their 
traditional professions, except House-boat I&njis 
In this investigaticm we deal with only one particular 
group of the Han J is -~> the hous*«boat owners and managers. 
As already mentioned* this group is economically better than 
the other Hanjis and also respectable among the other Hanjis 
because of their profession* As raenticmed in the sD^equent 
pages* the house boats were used by the tourists as resitential 
houses in late 19th century, it is interesting to note that 
this comsAtfiity as a whole was an important source of income 
to tho State exdiequer even during the medieval ages, l^nmy 
were (xmsidered to be a ri<^ section, AS a matter of fact it 
«aJoys this privilege* to a large extent, even today. 
Ve tixiA this section of the community --> the house«<l)o«t 
Hmjis «~ at 80RMI particular places, such as tba rivar Jahlura 
a% BttBdh, Dal Iiaka* Migin laka and Chinar Bagh. These places 
are over-croifdsd with house boat Han J is and the other Hsnjis 
do net live at t^Mse spots. This iihole area is occupied 
by the house-boat Hanjis. 
All groups of the Hanjis are Muslims by religion and of 
Sunni sect. They pray in the cofmnon mosques along with other 
Muslims, but at some places ifhere they are in majority and 
are away from other Kashmiri Muslims they have constructed 
their own mosques on the banlcs of the river Jhelum. They have 
friendly relations with other Kashmiris, but they don't 
have blood relations with other Kashmiris Muslims/though they 
are thamselves Muslims. 
we do not find any inter-cast marriage case amongst these 
Hanjis and other Kashmiri Muslims except in a few cases of 
love marriages, because they are not ccmsidered as their equals 
by other Kssluniris. They also do not marry outside their own 
particular groiqp. fbr example a house<4)oat Hai^ will never 
marry his s<m or daughter with any other person belonging to 
Muta Hanji or Fisher Haajl group, so we find that Hanjis marry 
within their own p^coup. We also find that a few house-ix>at 
HsBjis have married SOBM foreign ladimi also but they will 
never give their dauc^ters in sMurriage to any foreigner, such 
oases are very few. Ihese Hanjis are also in the habit of 
keeping more than one wife at a time. 
The mother tongue of these Huijis in general is Kashmiri. 
3h«ir pnMWunoiation is quite differant as oonparsd to other 
Ksstairi speaking people. The house-boat HanJis, because of 
their contact with the tourists^ can speak Usdu, Hindi anA 
English also, illiterate people among House-boat Han J is can 
eiqpress themselves in English language very nicely and easily. 
All groups of the HanJis are having joint family structure 
at present. Their families are always busy in their traditional 
professions and all the members of the family are doing t>»ir 
Job jointly. For example, in the house-boat, the men rwnain 
bxisy with wtl») serving the tourists and children and ladies 
are always busy in cooking and cleaning the utencila which 
are used by the tourists in the house-boat and even they wash 
their clothes. In the absence of their menfolk the ladies 
very efficiently attend to their guests. They do not feel any 
hesitation of difficulty in dealing with them. But now with 
the advent of time, the joint family sfstem is declining rapidly 
among these Hanj is and the nuclear family system is taking its 
place. Tite joint family system is effected by the tourists 
also, because the new generation is going to imitate their 
guests in every respect. They want to have the fxeedon and 
want to lead their life tmm without the control of their 
parents* whom they treat as conservatives and orthodcMC. 
Hanjis, in general, were considered educationally backward 
and at present all the groups and educationally backward, except 
t^ house-boat Hanjis. This casaMUiity is directly related with 
tourist trade and all the tourists being educated, these Hanjis axe 
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al«o a£fect«d. Th«y ar« now givin9 their children proper cMlucation. 
Vheir cdiildren are studying in different universi t ies of the 
confitriLirp now. Even they send their daughters for higher 
education to the tmivers i t ies . Only th is group of HanJis has 
discovered the need of the education and a l l other groups of 
the Hanjis do not think i t necessary. The old generation 
of the house-boat Hanjis i s generally uneducated. 
Due to the spread of modem education, we find that Han j i s 
are giving up their traditional professions and aze taking 
modem professions. We find many of thero trarking as doctors, 
teachers, engineers, e t c . They are competing in every f ie ld 
of l i f e . 
According to the house-boat HanJis the ir trade i s not as 
much profitable as i t was in the past* because many other 
Kashcairis have purchased the houss<-boats tavA have entered th is 
profession. 
To conclude I may say that house«-boat Hsnjis are real ly 
very rich and their profession ia very profitable, especial ly of 
those who have the ir hou8e<4>oat8 in the Dal and Higin lakes. 
I h e y r i ^ t l y fee l that the government i s not paying any attention 
to beautify the s i t e s which are of tourist isiportanoe. The areas 
axoudd house-boats are not being i^proved by the government 
to attraet more tour i s t s . There i s no proper arrangsswnt of 
water supply and oth»r u t i l i t y sexvioea. These ace the main problems 
whicS) thsy faott. Vsuly mpMk$n§, liMtt in a hous«-l>oat i s vsal ly 
f«s«iiiat||>g for ^htom «h0 Mtiat to ipjey It . 
Chapter - III 
CULTURE AND CULTURffll CHANGE 
Culture aiK3 ita gleaning 
The term 'culture' haa been used with various meanings. 
In common usage, it is defined as **good manners and good 
tastes". Different people have defined it in different words: 
E.B. Tylor has defined culture hundred years ago and 
his definition is the basic definition among all others. 
According to him, "Culture is that complex-whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society." 
Leslie A. White (1947) hatf defined the culture: "Culture 
is an organisation of phenomena —- acts, objects, ideas and 
sentiments". It is dependent upon the use of symbols. Culture 
began when an articulate •yinboX using primitive came into 
picture* Because of ^ese syad^ ols, culture is easily and 
readily transmitted from one htrntan organisation to other. 
Carleton 8. Ooon stressed in his definition upon its 
learned quality. He suggested that we may view culture as the 
1 Incycli^aedia of social sciences, V6l. Ill* 
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suRitotal of the ways in which human b«ings live, tranwaitted 
£xx3cn generation to generation by learning. 
Culture is tranemitted socially, i.e., hy eomnunication 
and gradually embodies in a gvoap tradition of «rhlch the 
l^ ehicle is language. TAius culture in a group is a matter of 
habits of thought and action acquired or learned by interaction 
with other mentoers offgroiQ), Culture includes all the man's 
acquired power of control over nature and himself. It includes, 
therefore# on the one hand, the whole of man's material 
civilisation, tools, %ieapons, clothing, shelter, machines, 
and even systems of industry* and on the other hand, all 
the non-material or spiritual civilisation, such as language, 
literature, art, religion, morality, law and government. 
Although this distinction bet%feen the "Material** and 
''Non-material'* elements of culture is in one sense valid, the 
two, in another sense, are so dependent upon each other that 
one cannot be thought of independently of the other. 
JUthouf^ the differentiation between material and non-
material culture provides a basis for analysis, it should not 
be assisoed that either develops independently of the other. 
Bach interacts IQKMI the other ai%3 in this very fact fMS 
OTie of the problems of social control. 
Hunen beings are bom into physical as well as cultural 
envirc»»ents. Ihysical environments consist of things and 
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qualitias -• wmtmr, AArth, mky, h««t« etc. Hie cultural 
•nvizoraoenta consist^ in parts» of the tools. Instruments, 
buildin^;^ andl other material objects whlc^ laan has »ade out 
of his physical environitients* for his comfort and use. Xn short, 
culture consists man made parts of our environments, as 
contrasted with all the objects and things that would exist 
even if man did not. 
If we wish to refer to all the elements of cultural 
environments we use the term culture or cultural system. We 
mean by the culture of the jaeople all those artifacts, ideas, 
institutions, social ways, customs and the like which taken 
in their totality, constitute the environnmnt which man 
himself has made. 
So we can say culture teaches the individual to behave 
and enforce his correct behaviour. Culture is the pafctem, 
groups and individuals put the patterns into action. 
Cultursl change 
Cultuml change is the conceptual formulation that refers 
to the many ways in which societies change their patterns of 
culture. Internal factors,such as new inventions may lead to 
an inoxeased food 8U3>ply and population growth or external 
factors such as conquest by another society may bring about 
cultural ohuige. We know through the pre-history «hat cultural 
patterns «tf every society have changed and are constantly 
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changijiQ. ISie rate and type of change nay be alow and gradual 
or fast and drastic. rUhm basic problem is a question of how 
and vfhy there are shifts in rate and type of change rather 
than a question of static versus changing cultures. 
We must summarise outr knowledge about cultural change to 
these four basic questions! (1) What are tho internal or 
external factors that generate the shifts in rates and types 
of cultural^ change? (2} Through which process or processes 
of cultural change takes place* (3) llhat models and methods 
are now available for the study of cultural change, (4) How 
is the ccmcopt of cultural change related to the c.i.asely 
associated phenomena of diffusion^ innovation, evolution and 
acculturation• 
A, Factors influencing cultural change - \«B must isolate the 
following three general factors that can influence change in a 
given culturet (i) Any change in the ecological niche occupied 
by a society influences change in culture. Such a change may 
occur as a result of either (a) natural environmental change 
or (b) the migration of a society from cme ecological niche 
to another, (ii) Any contact between two societies with 
different cultural patterns influences change in both societies. 
The diffusion or borrowing of cultural elements that occurs 
has made these eoccdiaiiges important in culturel change throughout 
hlttocy. More pvofiound and sustained cultural^ contact usually 
called aooultumtion* generates even more significant shifts 
IS 
in th« rattts and types of change In the two cultures, (ili) Any 
•voluti<mary change occurring within a society is obviously 
a factor of critical inportance. 
B* Process of cu^ lturaJI chance - 'thm study of processes of 
cultunU change refers to the actual social inachinaSra by which 
the change takes place. Some scholars take the position that 
the basis of all cultural changes is located in changes in 
the attitudes and bcdiaviour of the individual members of a 
society. 
Other scholars express their points of view that although 
individuals are the carriers of a culture* there are processes 
of change in social and cultural systems which have dynamic 
properties of their o«m that can be isolated and studied. 
Other recent c<Mitrlbutions to the conceptual sApping of 
processes of caltur«V change include Herskovit's fomulation of 
leJjnterpretaticm, as the process by whi^ old SMMnings are 
ascribed to new elements or by tfhich new values change the 
cultural significance of old foms. 
<«) H0d«l» for the study of cultuKl^ laiaiiae - <»ltur«]t change 
can be studied as it ooeurra avmt long tisMi spans and in the 
miorosoopic sense* as it occurs in short periods of tine. 
rson the writings of earlier social theorists such as 
LnMmim end Rsdeliff•-Brown, stiiA«nts of eultuvs iidwirited a 
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conceptual Image of human society based upon an organIsialc 
analogy that onphasized the ways in which a custc«n« institution 
or social activity preserved or maintained the social order. 
This conceptual image has led us to assume that social and 
cultural syst«ns tend to maintain equilibrium unless they 
ccxne into contact with some force from the outside, or develop 
some inner strain that disturbs the equilibritan. 
Kashmiris culture has also changed to a great extent 
during a span of the last ten or twenty years. As far as our 
obsenration is concerned, the tourists are the main source of 
this change, A tourist, when visits Kashmir, brings with him 
his own culture and language, his own dress his own habits 
of food, drinks, sex and habits of living. When he stays in 
Kashmir with the Kashmiri people, interaction starts and it 
influences the culture o± the local people. 
in the past when Kashmir was not much developed as it is 
today, Kashmiris vere using the I^shmiri shoes made of grass 
which are still worn by the people in the rural areas of 
Kashmir. The dress of Kashmir is also different from the 
other people living in the different parts of the world. It 
consists of a Pharan, shirt, topi and shilwar. The dress of 
women is a conbinatifHi of Fharan, shirt, shilwar and patch. 
They ^qjt^ in addition, ornaments of silver and gold with a 
typical kashmiri design. 
Kashmiri food is also quite different. It is a typical 
n 
diat eonaisting waswan* rlca^ vagatablas and taa including 
aaXt* Housas of Kaahmlrla ara also totally dlf£acent and 
usually their xoof a are iiiada of graaa« 
All thaae aapweta of Kaahniri culture have changed and 
are still changing rapidly. Tourists are the main cause for 
this (tynamic change. Ttourists are generally well educated, 
having different culture, languages» dreasea and food habits. 
Wiay live with Kashmiris during their stay in the state in 
the hotels and the house-boats. Kashmiris are observing them 
minutely and fast adopting their crultura to a great extent. 
We find that Kashmiris, particularly the youths, have 
adopted western way of li^ — western style dress complete 
with neck-tie, etc, instead of Kashmiri traditional sh;:>e8 
made of grass, they have started using modem shoes made of 
leather. Indies have also changed their traditional dress 
and fioitng girls have become modem as far »a their dresses 
are concerned. 
Food habits have changed among Kasluairis and they imitate 
tourists and are proceeding towards the western pattern in 
every field of life. Vfe also see change in household articles. 
For exflUEDple* nK>dam tea-sets are taking the place of old 
8«aawars. 
Kashmiri language has aeconaodated many wozds of English, 
Hindi and Urdu, and even an illeterate person use these words 
without ttogr difficulty MtA hesitation. 
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One out of every twenty persons in Kashmir is related 
with the tourist trade. This is the main reason of a rapid 
change in the cultural trend of Kashmiris now-a-days• The 
house-boat Hanjis are directly connected with the tourist 
trade and have gone under a rapid cultural change. Because 
of this very reason we have selected them for a thorough 
investigation. 
Itouse-boat Hanjis were supposed to be the most backward 
people in all spheres of life and were considered as most 
uncivilised amongst the Kashmiri people. But today we find 
that they have improved their lot in every field of life and 
have westernized themselves to a great extent. They have now 
high standard of living and have changed day to day practices 
including food habits^ clothes, langua^, etc. And this 
change occurred only because of the interaction between the 
two totally different cultures -- Kashmiri and non-Kashmiri 
cultures. 
Cliaptttr •> ZV 
TOURXSM IN KftSHMZR 
As meBtloned In the Introduction^ Kashmir was a lake 
and was called Satisar. During geqphysical changes sometiBte 
btiifore millions of years, there occurred some outlet near present 
Baramulla and the water gusted out. den this valley was given 
the name Kashyapmar on the name o£ Kashyap Rishi (a Saint) and 
latter on with the passage of time people pronounced it as 
Kashmir. 
This valley was inhabited by Aryans and they were the 
followers of Buddhism and Hindu Dharma. Then in 14th century people 
accepted Islam. 
In 1586 Kashmir was occupied by the Mughal monarches and the 
very long isolation of Kashmir from other parts of India came 
to an end. The beautiful valley became known to foreigners and 
people from different parts of the world started to visit Kaatunir. 
And this traffic increased day by day. Mughal monarches also 
beautified the valley of Kashmir by constructing gardens in the 
valley which are of great fame at present also. Then with the 
passage of time different rulers started to take interest for 
the ia^ psovement and naintenance of the beauty of Kashmir. They 
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also provided many facilities to the people who were visiting 
KMihnir. By this time the pe^le of Kasluair also started to take 
interest in senring the guests who were coming to visit Kashmir. 
Ihis became a people-made iiKiustry in Kashmir. Literally speaking 
the word tourism in the modem sense was bom in the 17th 
century and Bnglishmen were the fist to practice it. In this 
way word tourism has bom very late but people were already 
travelling from one place to another. 
Thousands of years ago travellers frcwn distant parts of the 
world came to Kashmir, Burftpeans had visited Kashmir with Mughal 
rulers, since then the foreigners as well as the natives of India 
regularly visited Kashmir. This tourist traffic increased year by 
year and gave birth to tourism in Kashmir like other countries. 
Governmental efforts were initiated by the late Dogra rulers. The 
beauty of the valley had fascinated the travellers from far off 
countries long before the word tourism gained currency and grew 
as an industry. Kashmir is a mountainous state. Nature in its 
stufiendous loveliness is Kashmir. NO wonder then that from times 
inro«norial Kashmir has been attracting people to visit it in great 
numbers. Year in and year out coming as pilgrim in search of 
peace# as student in seatrch of knowledge* as epicurists in 
search of pleasure, as the angler for the vtse of their rod, and 
as adventures seeking to conbat risks of sealing Mountain peaks 
of great magnitude, or tracking game, big and wnall, in its dense 
and vast forests, 
Zn praise of Kashmir Beperor Jahanglr has expressedi 
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"Agar ?lrd08 bar ru-i samin ast, 
Hanin asto» hanin asto hamlnast. 
The wonderful cljjnate o£ Kashmir is a balm to restore health to 
the weak and the sickly people. St.Xavier has rightly observed 
during his visit in 1597 that the countiry is good for convalescent 
people. 
Such is Kashmir %*here one can live and die content, having 
seen nature in all her fairest moods. Kashmir got fame in the 
world because of its natural beauty and now visitors come to 
Kashmir from every comer of the world. It has developed in to 
an industry and it is gxt>wing rapidly. In addition to economic 
and cultural gains tourism is the greatest stimuli to world 
peace* and inteimational understanding. It is a people-oriented 
industry. A people to people interaction. It is a direct and 
abiding instrument of contact between nations and people living 
under different socio-political systems. It irecognises no 
frontiers of geography^ caste, creed and colour or religion. 
After World war Second the tourism took a new turn and it 
is now a «rorldwide lAienoRiena. Its recent unprecedented growth has 
threatened everyone of its limitless potentialities to play a 
very vital role in Improving the econony of a country. India too 
has taken its place in the nap of tourist world and Kashmir is 
the main attraction to both natives and foreigners. It is 
contributing towards the prosperity of the p«ople. In Kashmir 
one out of every twenty pers<ms, are engaged in this tourist 
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industry* and it has almost become a backbone o£ Kashmir 
economy. Our reservers o£ tourist attractions as# unparallell 
both in its antiquity of roan's magnifictent creations and the 
unique natural science splendour. 
In fact our State has the distinction of being the first 
State in the country to have organised a fulfledged department 
of tourism more than a half a century ago , E)uring the Fourth 
Pive-Year Plan« the government intended to STpenA more than three 
crore rupees for the development of tourist industry and the 
target of the tourists by the end of the plan period was 6,00,000. 
It is introducing very important incentive schemes to attract 
private sector so that it should play its proper role in the 
grovrth of this industry. In the public sector, the government 
had approved the floating of a tourism development corporation 
with an authorise capital of Rs. three crores. A very eminent 
landscape archetect, Mr. Stein, has been entrusted with 
the work of preparing Master Plan for famous health resorts of 
Kashmir, liow the work is going on according to this Master Plan 
to the developmanb and reconstruction of these health resozts. 
During the mttsivti Five Year Plans period Rs. 176«87 lakhs 
were spent on tourism works. The main achievements are the 
tourist reception centre at Srinagar and pghalgan and other 
tourist huts and dak-bimglows at all other health resorts. The 
<lovemment o£ Janmi and Kashmir is trying its best to improve and 
1 Tourist Bepartnent of KMhnir. 
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maintain the importance of the health resorts of Kashmir. The 
famous Mughal gardens are being looked after properly to maintain 
their beauty. Lakhs of Rs. are being spent on Oulmarg and 
Pahalgam to improve their beauty and make them attractive. These 
two places are considered the chief health resorts of Kashmir. 
In accommodation problem of tourists government is always 
cautious and is also passing the laws. In case of house-boat 
accomnodation, government is more careful# because most of our 
tourists desire to live in the house-boats because this type of 
accommodation is more charming and comfortable. 
Under the provision of Mouse-boat and Bathing Boats Act and 
the subsiquent Tourist Trade Act all the houst-boat owners are 
required to register their house boats with the department and 
in txxm they are issued a licence which authorises them to 
let out their house boats to tourists strictly in accordance 
with the rate schedule fixed by the Department, Any infringment 
is punishable under the Act, And Government has also classified 
these house boats a» sp«eial class, first class, econcMny class« 
donga class and annexies according to the size and the type of 
furniture, fixtures, crockery and cutlery available there. 
Hotsls are \mm checked by the Government ^^ bways and any 
sort of conplaint is strictly dealtlS with. 
Kashmir government is paying full att«ntiai to provi<le 
tourists more and more facilities for increasing the tourist 
traffic and it is really growing year by year. 
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The l3«Iew stated statistical chart of tourist traffic 
fron 1970 to 1976 reveals the growth of the industry: 
Year Home tourists Foreigners Total 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1,05,420 
79,612 
1,08,445 
1,75,829 
1,48,320 
1,62,576 
2 ,66,412 
15,733 
15,240 
17,041 
20,017 
19,299 
22,214 
38,078 
1,21,153 
94,852 
1,25,486 
1,95,846 
1,67,619 
1,84,790 
3 ,24,490 
It includes both the foreigners and native tourists who visited 
the beautiful valley of the Hioialayas during the said period. 
The bulk of foreigners cotne from U.K., U.S.A., Prance and 
Germany, and among the home tourists most of them come frcxm 
Maharashtra, Bengal, U.P., Madras, the Punjab and (^jarat. 
There are many hotels which cater to the needs of the 
tourists. These hotels are not highly furnished as compared to the 
hotels of the foreign countries. Bven then the hotel owners are 
trying their level best to Inprove the standard of their hotels. 
Here is a list of the hotels which are being considered of 
good standard there in Keshnir and they all are in the city of 
Srinagar. The monber of these hotels is 62. Besides these 
hotels there are te»-stall8 and luxurious house-boats, etc. 
1 Department of T^ ourlsn, Jtamm & Kaahnir OovemiMmt. 
1 Zbid. 
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NAMES OF HOTELS 
1. Hotel Oberol palace 
3. Hotel Boulevard 
5. Park Hotel 
7. Jahangir Hotel 
9. Leeward Hotel 
11. Hotel Sheraz 
13, Hotel York 
15. Malabar Hotel 
17. Neelam Hotel 
19. New Green View 
21. Itotel Mir Palance 
23. Hotel Green Acre 
25. Hotel Holynlght 
27. New Rizadoon Hotel 
29. Kashmir Velley Hotel 
31. City View Hotel 
33. National Hotel 
35. Cresxint Hotel 
37 • Dream Land Hotel 
39, Riiby Hotel 
41, Savoy Hotel 
43. Majestic Hotel 
45. BORibay Oujarati Hotel 
47. Bnbassy Hotel 
49. Grand Hotel 
2. Nedous Hotel 
4. Masda Hotel 
6. shaheen Hotel 
8. International Hotel 
10. Shalimar Hotel 
12. Ritz Hotel 
14, Heaven Canal Hotel 
16. Hotel Ellora 
18. Green View Hotel 
20. New Shalimar Hotel 
22. Solomon's Inn 
24. Hotel Mamta 
26. Zero Inn 
28. Nia Kashmir Hotel 
30, Ahdoo'8 Hotel 
32. Catty Hotel 
34. sarti Hotel 
36, Kashnir Khalsa 
38. sea Face Hotel 
40. La Bella Hotel 
42.Hotel Island 
44. Jawahir Hotel 
46. NSW Maha Laami Hotel 
48. Kashmir Quest House 
50. Hollywood Hotel 
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51. Hdtttl Hampton 
53, PMEk Viffw He>t«l 
55. smkivr Hotel 
57. Csx»m Hotel 
59.Hotel Chachoo Palace 
61. Standar Hotel 
52. Envoy International 
54. Kumar Hotel 
56. Punjab Hotel 
58. Hew Orlen Hotel 
60. Gaylord Hotel 
62. Taj Hotel 
The owners of these hotels try to look a£ter the tourists 
nicely becaiise we have to rem^ bA^ er that the main attraction 
for a foreign tourist to visit a a coiintry is not the scenic 
splendour only but it is the warm and fri«mdly people and of 
course the comfortable accoranodation and service in the hotels, 
Kashmir had a nice tradition of foireign tourists having 
been looked after very well since ages. Besides this hotel 
accoranodation houseboat acconsnodation is also possible in Kashmir, 
which is unique and peculiar to Kashmir only. With the 
inception of boats, a group of people for oonveneience of 
supervision and playing were deverted to pronlnently settle on 
water with no iiwacivable pr<^ }ezrty. The boatnen of Kashnir •—' Han J is 
are an in^ortant and pronainent trick of the valley. So by and 
large our state possesses a varied type of accoanodation suitable 
to a tourist, it ranges from tents and huts to hotels and 
houseboats. For the more sophisticated section o£ tourists 
Kashmir has something unique to offer by way of posh aeeoMsodation 
and that is a houseboat. 
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First hou8# boats wsre introduced in Kashmir as a moda 
1 2 
o£ acccxunodation by zainulabdin and then by Akber. In 1888 
houseboats were introduced with modem facilities for aeccmno-
dation by an English roan Mr. M.T. Kennard. Subsiquently the 
houseboats became favourites abode for Europeans visiting icashroir. 
With the passage of time the number of houseboats increased 
considerably and the craftsman of Kashmir produced even better 
and luxurious houseboats so much so that commodious and 
fabulously furbished houseboat today surpasses wen a high class 
hotel. 
House boats are classified as spceial first class, economy 
class, doonga boats and annexies according to their size and 
type of famiture, fixtures« crockery and cutlery available. A 
licence on payment of Rs. 10.00 is issued to be displayed 
conspiciously so that a tourist on entering a hou8e«>boat will 
know the category of the house<4x>at atonce. A tourist has an 
option whether or not to eat in an economy class house-boat. 
But this option is not there in the case of special and first 
class hous«<4>oat| charges of those two types o£ house-boats 
include rent and meals. The aooonnedation probl«n is being 
solved by the govextmrnnt at all health resorts of Kashmir. But 
this problem is still existing there. Beeatise most of the 
tourists irtio visit Kashmir every year are the middle class 
people, but the hotels are of high standard and in other words, 
1 Baharistan Shahi. 
2 iULn AKbri, Vol,ll, p. 194, Newel Kishore. 
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these hotels are above the standard o£ these tourists. Government 
must construct the hotel of such standard which will suit to 
this middle class group also. There are the hotels o£ such type 
but they are very low in nwnber. 
Road transportation is the only means of transportation 
in the State. There is, therefore, a net work of petrol pumps-cum-
service stations existing throughout the length and breadth of 
the State. 
i) Road Transport Corporation 
Total fleet of busses 600 
A Class busses 130 
B Class busses 80 
Sightseeing coaches 30 
super De luxe coaches 7 
Air Conditioned coaches 3 
ITDC Coaches 5 
ii}private Sector 
Total fleet of busses 1«200 
Total fleet of minibusses 395 
(25% of the buses Ulster pri^ n^ te sector are being utilised 
for tvurlAt services and eeomoB trevellers, especially 
on routes leading to various tourist resorts). 
ill) Taxi Cabs 
Piibllc 8«ctor 13 
Private Sector 3,000 
1 Information supplyed by the XJireotorala of Tourism, J & K 
Oovernnent, SriLoagar. 
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Vourist trade is the back-bone of the Kashmir ecoiKMiy. 
By pxoviding much facilities to the touristyand by beautifying 
the tourist resorts of the valley tourist rate is increasixtg 
t 
and it results/increases and improvement of Kashmir econcxny. 
As said already among every 20 persons one is engaged with the 
tourist trade in Kashmir. Gulroarg and Pahalgam are the main 
attractions of Kashmir. a?hese two places are being reconstructed 
under the Master Plan prepared for them. The Golf ground of 
Gulmarg is the biggest golf ground of Kashmir and is now being 
reshap)ed by the govememtnt under the Master Plan scheme, 
Kashmir in general is being called the Switzerlandtbecause 
of its natural beauty. But with this natural beauty Kashmir 
is favous in the world for its handicrafts also. Handicrafts of 
Kashmir are of high standajxi and exported with proud. The 
main kinds of handicrafts of Kashmir are as followsj 
1, Papier Mache 
The painted papier-mache wares of Kashmir are a great 
attraction for lovers of art. The designs cover a very wide 
range, the best kncwn among them being Kashmir Shawl pattern. 
The rich« varied, exquisite floral designs include the 
chinar leaf* the iris, the Persian rose, almond, cherry blooscaces, 
the tulip and hyacinth, while the bir foxins are represented by 
the king fisher and the bulbul. 
Paper-mache articles are made out of papeir-pulp applied in 
layers and pressed together in the Mooden nould of the desired ehi^. 
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Wh«n dried and glased, the groxind Is painted in the required designs, 
The papiernnache articles include powder boxes, cigarette 
boxes, table and standard lamps with shades to snach, writing 
sets, finger bowls, toilet sets, flower vases. Jewellery-boxes, 
wall plaques, etc. These papier mache articles are of great 
attraction to the tourists also. Hiey like these things too much. 
2. Carpets 
"She art of making carpets was introduced in Kashmir in 15th 
century by zainul Abdin, The earliest known capets produced in 
Kashmir were made at this time and Persian designs wexre used in 
their manufacture. As time went on the carjjet makers of Kashmir 
evolved their own patterns and these indigenous designs have 
remained popular and have established for their creators a derand 
from the world's markets. 
Kashmir carpets are woven in small factories. The weaving 
is similar to the loom manufactuzB of cloth. Tourists like these 
carpets of Kashmir and purchase them with rproud. 
3. Shawls 
Kashmir known for her shawls from antiquity. Kashmir shaHls 
are said to have been admired in the days of Mahabharata and 
were considered as the most cherished treasuxes of Caesar's couxrt 
and were conspicieus anong the presents sent by Afghan and the 
Mughal kings to foreign courts. 
Aiese shfliwls are nenufectured from a very fine, setft, glossy 
under-wool or peshnine of tlie eliewl goat which ii^aibits the hifi^ 
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regions of Tibet and eastern Ladakh. Kashmir shawls are of two 
kindst Kani and Aioli Kani. Kani is the loon-woven kind. 
4. warodas and Gabbaa 
Namdas, gabbas and chain-stich rugs are three varieties of 
flooring material produced in Kashmir, rich in colourful 
embroidery work but leas costly than carpets. 
5. Furs 
The furs of Kashmir are provided by stone marteus, the 
golden fox, lynx, the panther and the snow-leopard which are 
famous for the beautiful colouring of their coats. The Q«»^3^xof 
furs is done scientifically and the Kashmiris are kno«>.n for 
their skill in making garments, such as coats, caps, gloves in 
attractive and modem style. 
6. Silk 
Silk industry has reigned supreme in Kashmir for ages. 
The Mahabharata tells in Sabha Parva of "a thread spun by worms 
among the many presents offered to YUdhistra by a feudatory 
princess from the north-western side of the Hijaalayas. 
The Kashmir government owns one of the largest silk reeling 
factories in Asia and a silk weaving factory of pretty large 
sise has also been installed a few years back at Rajbag, Srinagar. 
7. JewellTV 
The exquisite Kashmir Jewellery is a form of artistic 
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expression which has survived throu^ ;^  thousands of years pest. 
Designs of different aspects of landscape, buds, fruits, 
leaves, and flowers are engraved on the ornaments In a manner in 
«^ich eisphasis is not only in a manner in %^ich enptnasis is 
not only on consummate craftsmanship but also on a profound 
feeling for nature. 
8. Honey and saffron 
Kashmir is proverbially known as the h(»iie of flowers. Honey 
produced here is the finest in quality and flavour. 
Saffix>n is an important item among the natural products 
of Kashmir. It is known for its utility in medicines and house-
hold use, particularly in cooking. Saffron grows ttn a special 
soil in Kashmir near Pampore. 
The Handicrafts and natural products are among the main 
attraction for the tourists and they like them. Besides handi-
crafts small and big game shooting is also attracting for tourists. 
Kashmir provides fine field for variety shooting to sportsmen. 
Htw countryside being beautiful in natural seenic grandeur the 
sportsmen and visitor can enjoy sport as well as nature exclusively. 
The shooting is categorised as big and small. Former pertains to 
quadrupeds and the latter of birds. 
Bio auam species» Ksshmir stag is one of the most cherished 
animal %fhich is found only in Kaslwir. The other species no 
less laportsjnt are Nsrlchor, Ibex, Ovis Asnton, Sharpu, Ooral, 
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antelope, gazella, serow« chital, musk deer« baxbing deer, 
thar« brown bear« black bear« leopard* fox, jackal, wolf, 
lynx« wild cat, martin etc., and are found in vari<»is regions 
of the State. Fishing is also possible in Kashmir. 
Sroall gameI In small game species chikor is no less bewitching 
for sportsmen. There are several other birds such as duck varieties, 
partridges. Jungle fowl, spipe pheasents, wood cock, sand grouse. 
Ram chikor, snow partridgee, Rufus turtle dove, tragopan which 
provide good field to sportsmen for shooting and visiting the 
country side. 
Shooting licences are issued without any difficulty to 
intending sportsmen for short and long period according to their 
requirements, 
The shooting season for small game begins from September and 
ends by May while for big game seasons it remains c^en throughout 
the year except for Ovis Ammon during breeding season (mid March 
to Mid September). 
Besides above mentioned attractions Kashmir is the land 
of shrines and festivals. So many people ce»r» to visit these 
shrines and to participate in these festivals of Kaslmir. Kashmir 
Almanac contains more red-letter days than anyother. The seclusion 
which this valley enjoyed till recentlyand its salubrious 
cliroate as well as the paucity of occupational engagements has 
lended to make Its inhabitants more ccmtesiplative than active. 
Those whose contemplation has lifted them to the higher level o£ 
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sprituality are many* and they all have been accorded saint-
hood, some In their llfetiree, scne after death. Shrines dlmensionally 
proportionate to the numerical strength o£ their respective 
£ollo%iiers have been built and dedicated to them. Consequently 
there Is no village or tovm where at a pretty spot,a shrine dedicated 
to the local sailit is not to be £ound. Sach one o£ these local 
saints has a day o£ the year dedicated as a feast day died 
Mela or Urus in the local paralance. 
A particular feature of all the shrines, whether of high 
deities or of local saints is that everyone of them is situated 
at a beautiful spot in the valley, where, whether one is religiously 
inclined or not, one does like to go and encamp. However, much one 
may be disposed to enjoy only worldly pleasures in Kashmir, one is 
always surrounded by a spirit — call it holy or uplifting as 
you please — which seeps into the very being of one so that one 
goes out of this place invigorated both in body as \tell as in 
mind. 
Some of the important shrines are as below and people come 
to visit them from the different parts of the India as well as fron 
world, 
1» ^arnath cave > Ihis is a famous shrine of Hindus situated 
amidst hoary mountains at a distance of 139,20 kn fmn Srinagar. 
legend says that when Kashyap Rishi reclaimed the land of Kashmir 
after draining the water out of it, he got the valley populated, 
Btegish Rishi who was roaming through the Horn lillMl«yM 
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happened to find the cave of Amemath and the ice-llnguin 
within it. He gave this information to the inhabitants of Kashmir 
and also to those of India and people from all these parte 
began to flock to the cave for worship. Breigish Rishi then 
prepared a list of places which a pilgrim should visit before 
arriving at the cave. At present only a few sadhus start along 
with C3iari Sahib froro Dashmi Akhada« Budshah Kadal, add stick 
to the route of these places, but the majority of general public 
proceed by cars and buses direct to Pahalgam from which place 
they join the original procession of Sadhus and Chhari Sahib which 
reaches there after undergoing formalities stage by stage from 
Srinagar, Tlie way to shrine winds amidst snowy mountains, 
crystal clear water lakes, picturesque scenery and the 
pilgrims reach the cave on the full moon of Sawan. In the cave a 
lingum of ice is by itself formed, which it is said, waxes and 
wanes with the moon every month, 
2. Ganqabal HJoe - This fzesh->water lake is situated at a 
distance of 56 km from arinagar. To Kashmiri Hindus the lake 
serves the same pvrpo«« for depositing the ashes of departed 
ones as Ganges for the Hindus of India. The lake 0.80 kn long and 
0.40 km broad. On three sides of the lake there is Harraukh Bountain 
and one side a plateau. The Haxnukh mountain cm the south western 
side of the lake is full of everlasting soow which has gathered 
there £rom time izmenorlal andone can easily see the layers of 
snow deposited year after year on it, Hamukh mountain is said to be 
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the above of Lord Shiva and Ita top has so far been inaccessible. 
ftim •treain of water coining down from the top of Haniukh cutting 
down the snow, is said to be Hannukh Ganga and this Ganga falls 
into the Oangabal lake* ^ e lake ia« therefore, sacred to 
Hindus. Pilgrims go to this place stage by stage according to a 
set programme« to reach the lake on the Ashtami of the bright 
fortnight of Bhadon (August) every year, when a big fair is held 
and Sharadas in memories of the departed ones are performed at 
the banks of the lake and their ashes consigned to the sacred waters. 
3. Khirfahawanii Zt is a shrine of Hindus at a distance of 25 km 
fran Srinagar. Uie legend connected with the shrine is that King 
Ravana of Lanka worshis^ed Goddes Parvati. Havana did great mis-
deeds and stole Sita, Rani of Ram Chandra — Prince of Ayodhya. 
Ram Chandra invaded Lanka and waged number of ward with Ravana. 
Disgusted with Ravana the goddes Parvati left Lanka in her 
chariot by air along with her satellites — 360 nagas and 
settled in Satisar (Kaslvair} at the place now called Tulammulla 
spring. She was called Khixbhawani or Raji Ragni who accepted 
milk and vegetarian offerings. 
The water in the spring is said to change colour every 
now and then •— pink« rosy, green, yellow and milky. People 
gather at this place for worship on every 8th and 15th day of 
bright fortni^t of Jeth (May) every year. 
^* Harjpaibat - The whole hillock of the Biripazbat in Srinagar 
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is sacrvd to Hindus. There is the legend that at the place the 
present hillock Is situated there lived ttfo demons who were 
troubling and harassing the Inhabitants o£ the sourlndlng vicinity 
i^o prayed to goddess Sharlka for help. The godcles In the forre 
of Harl brought In her back a pebble and dropped the satne on the 
demons. Ihe pebble turned into a paibat and the demons were 
burrled under it. The hillock Is hence called Harlparbat. There 
is a temple of goddess Sharika in the fort on the top of the 
hillock. 
5. Ganpatyar - This temple in srlnagar is dedicated to Shri 
Ganeshjl. It is situated on the right bankof River Jhelum 
between Badsha Kadal and Habba Kadal bridges. It is the most 
popular temple anx>ngst the Hindus of Kashmir. 
6. Balshnodevi (Jammu) - This cave of Shri Trlbutta Bhagwatl, 
popularly known as Valshnodevi is at a distance of 11 iom on foot 
via Adkanwari from Katra and 22 km by pony via C3iaroplyara from 
Katra. According to legend goddess valshnodevi usually stayed at 
Adkanwari. The demon god Baixo wanted to marry her forcibly and 
she hence ran away and took shelter In the ca^ re after the demooi 
god. The cave Is 30.5 metres Icmg and has a narrow enterance. 
It can accannodate 10 to 15 persons at a tline. 
7. Radhttnath Temple (Jamu) - This Is a cluster of temples where 
thousands of people gather daily for worship and a fair Is held 
at the place every year twice •—- once on Ra»a janan NKVIOI (i^rll) 
and again on Dar^ Aahtanl and Maha Ram Nsvml (October) • The 
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tcniplcs «xtt dttdlcated to Shr«e Ram Chandra and oth«r gods and 
goddasses. the above mentioned were the shrines of Hindus. 
Hindus from different parts of India ccone to worship them every 
year. These shrines are one Important attraction for the 
Hindus of India among all other attractive places of Jamrou and 
Kashmir. All of these shrines have got now tourist ilq^rtance 
and people in both cases come to visit these shrines, some for 
the perfozmance of religious ceremonies and some simply for 
tours« and this is accepted by the Department of Otourism also 
that the dCTnestic traffic comprises the pilgrim traffic of 
sizeable proportion. Vaishnodevi cave recorded an all time high 
of 7,03,429 in 1976. Upto middle of August, the figures during 
the current year are as follows: 
Within the State Outside the State Total 
Total of Yatris from 
1st January to 18th 
August 70,640 3,77,385 4,48,025 
Sinllarly Mwnniath cave was visited by about 10,000 pilgrims last 
year, dkispite the devastating floods, as tte roads cut off to 
Pahalgam and imiiained stA>-4aerged, 
Apart froBB th«s« Hindu shrines the shrines of Muslim Saints 
are of great Inportanee in KAshnir. They axe given as under. 
1. Tarari ihagifft Here lies hurried the saint Hand Rishi, 
generally knoim M ilMikh muwtiddin. N«nd Reshi was hom of 
1 Department of «oiiffisiB« jwwit & Kistwir. 
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parents Salar 3anz and Sadra Maji at Kaintih near Bljbehara In 
1377 A*0. 7roin his very childhood he had a tendency towards 
spiritualism and though an uneducated man by great devotion with 
passing of years hecaaae possessed o£ h i ^ spiritual attaioiseRts. 
He died in 1449 A.D, and amongst great and high people of the 
country sultan zainulabdin was also a mourner at his funeral, 
A mausoleum was raised at his grave and tl is is an object of 
pilgrimage for the Muslims of jamrou and Kashmir and of India. 
After many additions and alterations the present edifice was 
constxnicted in the year 1826 A.D. The annual fair is held here 
on the 26th of Rabi-ul-Awal (Hijri) and many visitors frcsn 
outside the state also participate in this fair, 
2. ziarat Dastqir Khanyar, Srinaqart In the middle of Srinagar 
city at Khanyar stands a splendid structure, where the sacred 
hair of Peer Dastgir Mohiud-din is preserved. Peer Mohi-ud-Din 
was born in Gilan and acquired his education in Baghdad, He was 
a great Muslim missionary and a saint, and incourMS of 
his travels came to Kashmir where he got many followers. He died 
at an age of 90 years and the present building at Khanyar was 
constructed in his m«nory. On every eleventh day of bright 
fortnight he is remembered in prayers and after every four 
months on the el«nrenth fortnight a fair is held here and people 
gather in thousands for worship and prayers. 
3. shah Barodant Vhm original structure of Shah Hamdan mosque 
was constructed by Sult«» aikandar and here Mir Syed All of 
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Hamdan passed some days in madltatlon, whan h« came to Kashmir 
during the reign o£ sultan Qutabud-din. The mosque caught fire 
in 1480 A.D. and was reconstructed by Sultan Hussain Shah and 
after a period of seven years additions and alterations were 
made to it by Bibi salam. 
About ^ah Hamdan mosque this thing is worth noting that 
both Hindus and Muslims go there for worship side by side, 
because both consider this place as most sacred, v^ile Muslims 
pray inside« the Hindus worship Maha Kali by the river side 
where as they say Maha Kali is in existence although thei^ e is 
no temple as such there at present. The building of this mosque 
is vforth seeing, 
4, Hazratbal ^rinet On the western bankof the Dal lake, 
Shahjahan built a small mosque. Its walla are built in brick 
raasonary resting on a plinth of dressed stones. The special 
importance of this sacred place is that about two hundred and 
fifty years ago a sacred hair of the holy Prophet of Islam was 
brought to the mosque and the place continued to be the 
repository of the sacred relic. Il^ is fact has lent a special 
chaxm to the place and it attracts thousands of people at least 
fifteen tiaM»s during the year when they bow to the sacred relic 
and offer prayers. The shrine is consideeed to-most in the Muslim 
sacred order of Kashmir. Tourists both Indian and Foreign generally 
do not miss a visit to this place. At this time this shrine is 
reconstructed by the body of Auqaf of Janmu and Kashmir. 
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KashBtir having a large nuinber o£ tourist rasorts, (known 
aa Qulnarg» pahalgarn« Sonanarg,YU»B(iarg, Kokamag, V«rinag, 
Achabal* Volar Lake« Dal x<ake, Kud and Patni top), shrines 
and festivals mentioned abdve« handicrafts and the shooting 
fields and play groimds like Oolmarg is beccsne famous through 
out the worlc at present. And the State of Jainmu and Kashmir 
is dependent on this industry financially. So government is 
careful of this fact and is trying its best to attract the 
more and more tourists. 
Chapter - V 
CULTURE AND CULTURE CHANGE AMONG HANJIS 
AN ^PZRIGAL STUDY 
We have selected 50 heads of the families of the house-
boat KanJis and 50 youngmen of the house-boat Hanjla. So we 
prepared two types of the interview schedule for the types of 
respondents. Interview schedule 'A* was prepared for the 50 
heads of the families and interview schedule 'B* for fifty young 
men of HanJis. 
This chapter is also divided into two parts, the Part I 
of this chapter consists of the analyses of the interview 
schedule 'A* and Part II consists of analyses of the interview 
schedule 'B•. 
Part I I Analysis of the Interview 
Schedule 'A' 
These heads of the families of the house-boat Han J is %«ho 
are selected as the sample of our study are falling the age group 
of 25 to 55. But the majority of them is in the age group 30 to 
40. Itie main reason is that when the Hanjis reach the age of 50 
and above* they get themselves retired from their business and 
upto the age of 25 and 30 they work under the guidance of their 
elders and spend most of their time with their studies. After 
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completing their studyes they start their business under the 
guidance of their parents* The following table ahcm» us the 
age group of the heads of the families of house-boat HanJis 
(rig. 1). 
TABLE 1 - A2. Age group of the heads of the Hanjis 
Families 
Age group No. of persons Percentage 
20-30 2 4 
30-40 21 42 
45-50 12 24 
50-60 15 30 
TOTAL 50 100 
The different age groups are having the different views 
regarding their experience and observation. Because different 
generations develop in thedifferent periods, different 
circumstances, so it was necessary to show the age group of the 
sample to understand their opinions. 
In the same context it is also necessary to show the birth 
places of the sanqple. Because these respondents belong to the 
different parts of the Srioagar city. After knowing about their 
birth place» we can give the correct information about the 
professicm. Because there are some places which are of more 
tourist importance than others. The changes we observed among 
Hanjis also are concerned with their birth places, which places 
are of much tourist inportance and roeiain over-crowded by the 
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tourists^ more changes are £o\md among the HanJis o£ those 
places. Following table shows their birth places (Fig. 2). 
TPBUB 2 t A3» Birth places o£ respondents. 
vtn of 
liames of places •«»!..^ v,. Percentage 
persons 
16 
20 
36 
2 
2 
10 
14 
2 
Chinar Ba^ 
Dalgate 
Jhelum Bundh 
Nigin Bagh 
Hizral Bal 
Nehru Park 
Srinagar Proper 
Oagribal 
8 
10 
16 
1 
1 
5 
7 
1 
TOTAL 50 100 
In this table 36 per cent of the respondents«which is a 
majority, have bom at Jhelum Bundh which was of great tourist 
importance in the past and all other places were not of such 
importance. But now we see the majority of these respondents are 
living inthe Dal lake, Nigin Bagh and near Nehru Park. These 
places have got iiiqportance in the last few years and majority of 
the house boat Hanjis have migrated from all other places to these 
few places. The Hanjis who are living at Jhelum Bund are economi-
cally backward then the Hanjis living in Dal lake. 
Here it is necessary to know about their experience as house-
boat owners and manaoers to understand their opinion and believe 
in their answers. Because if thfiy are h^ nriag much aore siniority 
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in this business and are connected with this profession since 
a long time* they might be influenced by the tourists to a 
great extent. The below given table gives the account of 
respondents service experience in this business (Fig. 3). 
TABLB 3 : Bl, Service of KanJis in this business 
NO.of years persons Percentage 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
TOTAL 
1 
8 
19 
13 
9 
50 
2 
16 
38 
26 
18 
100 
The above mentioned table shows that majority of the 
respondents have 20-30 years of experience in theprofession, 
because since the childhood they engage themselves in the 
business. In the sane context it is better to know ebout the 
fathers and grand-fathers of the HanJis whether they hold this 
profession or not. 
l!txm following two tables show that fathers and grand-
fathers of the respondents as house-boat owners and managers 
according to the opinion of the respondents. (]'igs«4 ^nd 5). 
Table 4 shows that 86 per cent, i*e., majority of the 
Hanjis inherit this business from their parents while as low 
av 14 per cent are those who have started thonselves afxesh. 
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TMIM 4 t B2« Fathers o£ the respondents were 
involved in this business. 
Opinicm of respondents _i!^«„- Percentage 
„. persons 
Yes 43 86 
NO 7 14 
TOTAL 50 100 
TABLS 5 a B3, Grandfathers involved in this 
business 
Respondents' view 
Yev 
No 
TOTAL 
No, of 
persons 
31 
19 
50 
Percentage 
62 
38 
100 
The respondents are more integrated in this business and they 
generally involve their whole families in this profession as shown 
in the below given table (Fig. 6), 
TABLS 6 t CI. Family member involved in this business 
Family members ^ ^ ^ Percentage 
Mhole family 
Only nys«lf and my wife 
Only myself and <Mne WY aons 
(tely nyself and all ny sons 
Only myself 
TOTAL 50 100 
35 
3 
2 
5 
5 
70 
6 
4 
10 
10 
4t 
Th« abov* given table (No.6) shows that majority of the 
hottflNB^ bcat Kanjis engage their whole fainilies in thia business. 
So their whole life is effected by their contact with tourists. 
S^wry do not besitate to allow their female meirbers to help 
them in the business. Iven in the absence of the males the females 
and children also attend and serve their guests. It shows their 
devotion to the profession and their interest in this business. 
1!hi.a house-boat Hanji comiiunity is devoted to their 
profession and they have faith in it. They treat profession 
as more profitable and majority of them is in favour of it that 
their children must continue this profession. There children are 
also interested in this business and they work in the hoiise 
boats with their parents. Their parents also train them in the 
tactica of the business. The below given table shews the desire 
of the parents about their children to continue this business 
(Pig. 7). 
TABLB 7 t C2. Dislre of respondents to continue 
the profession by the children. 
Opinion of respcmdents ^^SZl^m Perc•ntac|^^ 
/^/ 
Hmm 36 72 %, 
Ro 14 28 \"(^: 
^^'' 
TOTAl 50 100 
Vtin tourists who stay In house boats are generally educated 
as stated by the xespondMita in the table 8 (Fig.8). These 
tourists generally being uPMiterBised and Modernised in their 
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patt«jtBHi of life effect the life patterns of the Hanjis also, 
Ituiy change their traditional ways of life and become themselves 
ao6mxntw&A with the passage of time. They (hanjis) like to lead 
their lives In the westeim style as their tourists are. 
The table 8 shows the rate of the educated touristst 
TABLE 8 I Dl. Most touzvts are educated 
Opinion of r e s -
pondents 
Yes 
No 
TOTAL 
No, o f 
persons 
48 
2 
50 
Percentage 
96 
4 
100 
The tourists who visit iCashmir c«ne from different parts 
of the world. But respondents claimed the majority of their 
guests are both Indians and foreigners. But there are some 
respondents who said most of their guests are foreigners and 
some are of the opinion that most of their guests are Indians 
as shown in the table given below (Fig. 9). 
TABLE 9 t 02* Rate of tourists of different 
countries Who stay in hous^oats. 
Category 
Itorei^Mni 
Indians 
Both 
TflEBUi 
No.of 
mracms 
13 
10 
27 
50 
Percentage 
26 
20 
54 
100 
49 
House boats were generally used by the foreigners because 
this house boat accanniodation is too costHy. But now we find 
that Indians also take interest in this type of acconvnodation 
as shown in the eSoove table. 
Turists being educated and %festernised people, insist 
on the western hospitability. But scxne tourists like the 
Kashmiri way of service. This indicates that rourists influence 
the culture of Hanjis and Hanjis also influence the culture 
of tourists. The table given below shows the rate of the 
tourists who insist on the western hospitability (Fig. 10). 
TABLE 10 t I^. IntfSstance of tourists on 
western hospitality. 
Respondents' view 
Yes 
No 
TOTAL 
NO.of 
persons 
37 
13 
50 
Percentage 
74 
26 
100 
In this table the respondents who claimed that tourists do not 
insist on the tiestem hospitability are 26 per cent in no. It 
indirectly means that the tourists who stay in their house boats 
demand local services and attendance by their hosts. 
The children of the Hanjis are changing their attitudes, 
habits, stands of life and their traditional culture. Respondents' 
cq;>inions are given in the table 11. (Fig. 11 )• 
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tABLB 11 I I I . zafluttiie* o£ tourists and 
Changs a»e«ig tha ehildran of 
rftspondwkts 
Baspendattta' »^ . 
^^•^ pariona P*gq«tttaga 
Yas 40 80 
MO 1 2 
Cannot s a y 9 18 
TOTAL 50 100 
The inajorlty of the respondents agree that their children 
are changing by the influence of the tourists . The tradit ional 
way of l i f e of Hanjis loosing i t s existence in the young 
generation. 
There are different types of changes in the new generation 
which are observed by their parents. Sosm people regard change in 
dress as most striking, soma respondents change in manners, 
soma change s ty l e of talking, some change in food habits, change 
in attitude towards a l d a n and sane raspcmdants regard change 
in attituda towards family in gaaaral as most s tr iking. But tha 
majority of the raspcMadaBts ragasd ohanga in dress as most 
s tr iking. Bacausa Kashmiri's h«va the ir om tradit ional dress, i . e . , 
Pharan* Shirt, flhilwar and topi . But th i s drass i s disappearing 
asMNig the ehildran of Hanjia. Itiay usa the new fashions and 
new dresses as used by thair guests. The following table 
rafara to the most strUcing e^«nga tmsmg tha ohildnin (riQ«i2). 
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TABLt 12 t X2, Vhft nost strikiMg change among 
th« childrttn of lluijls« 
Kinds of Changs 
Change in dreas 
Change in manners 
Chani;^  in style of talking 
CEhange in food habits 
Change in attitude towards 
elders 
Change in attitude towards 
family 
TOTAL 
S0*Of 
persons 
30 
4 
2 
6 
5 
3 
50 
_ 
Feseentage 
60 
8 
4 
12 
10 
6 
100 
The children of respondents are changing their behaviour 
also after they ccafne in contact with the tourists. This is also 
accepted by the respondents as given in the following table 
(Fig, 13). 
TABLE 13 t £3. After* behaviour of the 
children 
30 
8 
12 
60 
16 
24 
Ki»>ds Of behaviour ^ ; ^ , Percentage 
More westeraisttd 
More non-religious 
More freedom seeking 
TOTAL 50 100 
AoeoMiag tA tho aboro t ^ l e tho majority of the respondents 
qqnfwod that tboir children mm ho«wtng more «ostoni»od« And 
rospoaAMits oXi» elaimod tboir cAiildrwl are boeoming more 
St 
iMn»£«illOious and £r«edaa aookln^* It indicAtea that tourism 
•££«ct8 the religious aspect of the Haajis also, litis change 
among the sew geaeratien ia eoianon aad is increasing day by day. 
The respondents said When the|Ur children behave in the 
above mentioned way their moral li£e is also effected. Drinking 
is a factor of the modernity and allroost all tourists use wines 
inn Kashmir, children of respondents being in contact with 
tourists also learn to drink, which is being considered by their 
parents as immoral act. But some respondents said that tourists 
have no bad moral influence upon the life of their children. The 
rate of opinion is given below in the table 14 (Pig. 14), 
TABLE 14 t B4. Bad moral influence of tourists 
upon the children. 
Respondents' opinion «rr.I«„a Percentage persons 
B«d moral influence 
vqp<m children 29 58 
Not bad moral influence 13 26 
Cannot say 8 16 
YOTAZi 50 100 
Z>iie to the contact vith tourists our xespcmdeots know the 
many other languages as Baglish, Urdu and Punjabi, without any 
consideration of being educated or unedueatM. Ttwy use sren a 
large nusdtier of Bnglish words in their onm mother tonguo. Kashmiri 
language is also effeeted by the eontaet of Hanjis with tourists. 
iMk the following t^lo the ratio is given how many of fiUBJis, our 
S3 
jni8S>oiid«nt« know fingilish laing||ag««which ! • th« only Xaynigaag* 
for conmuiication* betwoan th« most o£ th« tourists and tha 
n m j i s . (r ig. 15) . 
TABLE XS t B.5 - Raspondents knowing 
Bngllah 
Respcmdants' lio.of tvi.,_.„4.a«. 
oplnioa parsons P»gc«"^^qg 
Yes 46 92 
No 4 8 
TOTAL 50 100 
The children of this conmunity are also know English 
language very easily. They speak English in the family also and 
thiis English language is popular among Hanjis as their own 
Kashmiri language. Because this language is the main source of 
•jqpression and to understand the tourists. English language Is 
an important instrument of their trade. So the majority of our 
respondents claimed that their children also know itaglish as 
given in the follMring table (Fig. X6). 
ThSUt X6 I 16. CSiiXdren knowng BngXish 
H—pttnaeata» »a»og 
riinm paCTons Percsenta^ 
4t 96 
m 2 4 
TOTAL 50 100 
But • • • » ttioagh •i*j«rlty of the mifpmxtmatm ar* of thtt oi^iniOB 
S4 
that thoy face inai^  othar prdblwna of tourists avan axeapt 
languaga problen, itia majority of tha xraspondants ragard the 
important problwn the different culture of tourists* As shown 
in the following table (rig. 17)• 
TABLE 17 t E.7 •> Important problems 
facing regarding tourists. 
Problems 
Habits of food 
Habits of drining 
Habits of recreation 
Different culture 
TOTAL 
NO.Of 
persons 
5 
10 
6 
29 
50 
Percentage 
10 
20 
12 
58 
100 
Respondets being conservatie to soiRe extent in their 
vision* they xregard drinking and xrecreation of tha tourists as 
a probleon for them. They do not think it better to provide 
wines to their guests. But they themselves accept that their 
childvwB lootow better than thaos to tackle their guests. Because 
tha children are tfestarnised and modernised. They take care 
of thaic gammtm and provide them every facility without any 
hasitatimi* Iha tal>la given below shows that 76 par cent of 
raapondants confasaad that their chileren know batter than than 
hew to X o ^ aftor thoir guests (tourists) (fig. 18). 
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TABLE X8 t IB* GhiXirsn nor* itxiMirt* in 
th« tivatmint of the tourists 
than thsir parents. 
itBSpondwtts * Mo* of p*•«•«••«««• 
viows P»rsons '^'^•n^q* 
78 
14 
8 
Y«s 
NO 
Can't say 
TOTAL 
39 
7 
4 
50 100 
The aibave given analysis of the intervieur schedule 'A' 
gives the general concept of change in the culture of Hanjis, 
PART IZ t Analysis of the Interview 
Sclwdule 'B* 
The respondents of this interview schedule «#ere of the 
age group of 20 to 25 years. The following table shows the 
rate of the respondents in the different age groupst (rig.l9}. 
TABUB 1 t A2* Age of the respondents 
Age gxmip 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
tOtM. 
m. mi 
p«r»ons 
14 
10 
10 
9 
9 
4 
50 
Percentage 
28 
20 
20 
6 
18 
8 
180 
s« 
Ititt s«iBpl« o£ the «g« group of 20 to 25 year* i s ehoson 
§we sttidy OQiy boeause to imdttrstand the <Bihaa^ among thedon, which 
i s taking place rapidly. Because the young generation i s proceed-
ing towards wuiteskiaEfi^iaB very f a s t l y . To understand the 
differences between respondents and their elders. It i s necessary 
to give the €sducaticnal leve l of the respondents as their elders 
are i l l e t e r a t e s in general, (Fig. 20) . 
TABLB 2 t A3. Bducational Level of the respondents 
Iducatlonal Standard 
Illiterates 
Middle 
High School 
Pre-univers ity 
Zntezmediate 
B.A. 
M. A. 
TOTAL 
NO. Of 
persons 
10 
12 
10 
4 
3 
10 
1 
50 
Percentage 
20 
24 
20 
8 
6 
20 
2 
100 
The najority of our respondents are middle pass and we 
fomd that they join the ir business fast after they are able to 
reed etid write* fliey do not need any degree or cer t i f i ca te 
so they are not b«Maid to have i t . In the same context we find the 
majority of our rospend^ts are not interested in the further 
stttdios* locauso thoy aco more interested in their business and 
Join i t in the ^rosy dhilA hood. The following table shows 
tho dooiro of lospmrtoiito §os itestliov wtmtAmm, <H9« 21). 
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TABUB 3 I M« mBirm of farther studies 
Q|»iai«ni Of 
xMmvondmntM 
NO 
TOTAL 
ib* of 
D«rjon» 
15 
35 
50 
Porcontago 
30 
70 
100 
The majority of Our respondanta do not want to study 
furthar as glvan in tt^ above table. These youngmen of house 
boat Hanjis are interested in profession of their parents and 
they also help them in this business. 
According to following table 94 per cent of the respondents 
help their parents in this business and only 6 per cent do not. 
(Pig. 22}. 
TMHUI 4 t Bl. Respondents help their 
parents in the business. 
Raspendanta* 
Yea 
m 
TOTAL 
N0*Of 
saraana 
47 
3 
50 
Percentage 
94 
6 
100 
In t he aaraa oantraat the follawing table givea the account 
of the Interest cC the laapondanta in the businesa. The autjority 
of the respmidMtta elaiii thair intaraat in the buainaaa. BecMiuae 
thia buainaaa ia profitable, and haa eotttinuity of job and alao 
naeda leas labour. Thay tfo not find any d i f f i cu l ty in starting 
t h i s buainaaa, -Jbrnommm thay zvesiva the training of nmning of 
s« 
hottStt boats from their very childhood in their f«miiio«. So 
theae youtli of Htiijla do not raah towarda the govomenimt Jeba 
and other busineaaes and occupationa. (Fig. 23). 
TABLS 5 t B2. iQtereat of respondenta in 
this businesa. 
Reapondents• NO.Of 
view peraona Percentage 
Yes 45 90 
NO 5 10 
TOTAL 50 100 
Respcxidenta confess their alitisfaction in the work of their 
parents aa given in the below table No, 6. But even though they 
help them instead of their studies. The majority of respondents 
are satisfied with the Job of their parents and this is 
aftother reason for their intMreat in the busineas. (Fig. 24^. 
TKEOM 6 t B3. Satisfaction with the work 
of their parenta. 
Mo* o£ 
JLMMJOAJ^ * iMitfw^HM P a r a e n t a g e 
t— 4t 94 
MO i 6 
Aaapondonta being in OMitaet wit»t touriata iBitato their 
habits and alao baliava li}m their guosta* Bsoaiiaa najoarity of 
tha xtspondanta xwgasd toiyriata wtll h«thaiva« and vwxy wan 
$$ 
behaved. So this is an ifxpottant factor for th« c^anga vmamg 
the raspoiKiaata bcKsausa thay Ilka the habita and mannara of tha 
touriata and also try to follow than. Aa given in tha following 
tiUsla, reapcmdanta also regard this profeaa ion aa more profitable 
for them, (rig.25). 
TADliE 7 t B4t The profession profitable 
Vietrs of 
ressondenta 
Yes 
Total 
No.of persons 
45 
5 
50 
Percentage 
90 
10 
100 
Majority of the respondents accepted that this business 
is more profitable for them according to the table No. 7. (Pig.26), 
T/kBLJi 8t CI. noM respondents rate tourists. 
Behaviour of touriata ^1«?5. Mroentaga 
Very well baltavad 
wall bahav^ 
not wall behaved 
211 naraaasad 
«»tal 
at 
24 
1 
3 
50 
44 
4t 
2 
« 
100 
fhe tidala Hb« 9 gives vm a clear plstura of touriata'attitude 
towajpte «MlmAxim*^^9» 27). 
«d 
WtmM 9 t Attitud* of tourists toward* KMhmlrls. 
Tourists* attltudo 
D«i*t liks Ksshmirls 
Llko Kashmiris 
Vary much lika Kashmiris 
TOTAL 
No* Of 
Dsrsons 
3 
30 
17 
50 
Psresntaga 
6 
60 
34 
100 
The majority of the tourists IDc^ the Kashmiris and thers 
culture also. They are also influenced by them and their 
culture. 
The respondents enjoy the company o£ their guests and 
gave their different views about the adjustable age groups of 
the tourists as given in the following table. (Fig. 28). 
TABLS 10 t C3. Adjustable age group of tourists 
Age group 
Old poepls 
Middle aged 
Young people 
TOTAIi 
I90. of 
pazwnts 
2 
1 
47 
50 
Psrcentags 
4 
2 
94 
100 
AccMfdlng to the above table JMijorlty of the respcmdsnts 
olsiawd that yavmg pmople are BOX* adjustable than old and middle 
aged people. Because they are maxm uustOmlsed and iMve 
aodoxnlMd thsa the ether two gxtm^m Oi£ tourists, so thooo 
youBo pMiplA also offset tho cospondoots* aoopoadoBto al«ft IIIMI 
fl 
A«»pend«nt8 also Ilk* tourists In the money mattsrs. The 
majority of the xespcmdents are of the opinion that touristis 
are satisfactory in the noney matters as shown in the below given 
tablet <»i9« 29). 
TABLE 11 t Dl. »>uriats and money matters, 
View of NO. of pereentaae 
respondents persons t^ jrc^ n gc 
Satisfactory 
Good 
Not satisfactory 
Bad 
TOTAL 
31 
14 
4 
1 
50 
62 
28 
e 
2 
100 
It indicates that they are satisfied with the money matters 
of tourists. They are satisfied with their profession also. The 
majority of respondents are of the opinion that tourists have 
good moral influence upon Kashmiris. While as in Part Z of this 
clMppter heads of the families of the Haajis said tourists have a 
bad moral influence «qp on Kaslmiries. This shows the difference 
in the thijytiBg mt the yeimgmin and heads of the families what 
heads of the fwiilies think is lmm»ral« the young men think 
it good. This giyes us the iiqpression that youngman am changing 
and have ehanged their txnditional txaits of life to a large 
eaetent and are {»zooesidlAg feowarte wmstMrnisation and modejtnisation. 
(ng« 30)* 
m 
TABUE 12 I 0»2. TOKrists and th«ir IBOZ«I in£ltMiiM« 
M^mpandmniM* opinion »2nen« PtuPOMiiitags 
a«d ncrraX inf luvncc cm 
KM9\mixiM 14 28 
Ctoodi Btor«il inf lu«nc« on 
Kashmiris 25 50 
Can't say XI 22 
TOTitf. 50 100 
Respondents think to ladve towards the %#estttm c iv i l i sa t ion 
and which we ca l l as modernisation. Majority of the respondents 
are of the opinion that tourists are a source of modernisation 
because they have learnt a lo t from them. (Fig. 31). 
TABIiE 13 t D3. Tourists a source of 
nodemisaticm. 
Opinion of 
x««Dendbints 
Yes 
MO 
Gui't say 
TOTAL 
MO.of w 
xesoondents * 
48 96 
1 2 
1 2 
50 100 
The above table shows that auijority cKf xespeatents are of the 
opinion, t at tourists are a source of nodomitation. I t Indicates 
thet they axe aodemised by the iaf lueiiee of the tourioto to e 
large extent* They always la l ta te the tourists in their 
different habits as given in the following table. (Fig. 32) . 
•1 
ThBSM 14 t D 4 . Itourists and in i tat ion 
dasijEV of xm»ponemntM 
Siltation of 
differsBt habits 
Vood habits 
lAMlr dz«s8 
Drinking habits 
Sex habits 
TOTAL 
!«»• Of 
parsons 
32 
8 
3 
7 
50 
Psreentaga 
64 
16 
6 
14 
100 
Respondents according to the above table Imitate tourists 
In the ir dress« £ood« drinking and sotx habits . The majority of 
the xesponden s want to Imitate the tourists In their dress. 
They dis l ike their traditional dress and l ike the iiestern dress 
in ifhich a man looks very smajtt and act ive . 
Respondents regard tourists also a source of new ideas, new 
fashions and new values. Because the tourists come from 
different parts of the world with different kinds of dresses, 
different culture and different Idsas and bylnteractlon with 
the Ksshnlrii p«6pl« the lnflu«ace respondents with their patterns 
of l i f « * it^tolm laU ('^9* 33) . 
fMiUi 15 I D«5ft Tturists souroe of 
«AiSttglii0 pattern 
Pttttttrtts ^TzZ^ PttKcentage 
3L« t0 
iMIIMLsns ii M 
Si^lF*SW|piS * ^ ^ P 4|M|PeF 
<immmmi0im»mm 
Alt £iMili«s of the HBUBJiji «r« so mod«miB«d that th«lr 
\ihoX9 fcuBiiill«8 are involved in this business* their ladios 
also work with them in the house boats. ![he Majority o£ 
respondents also aocMipt that they have no objection if their 
mothers and sisters will also work in the house boats with them. 
These ladies work in the kitchens and help their faiailes. 
Respondents*vie%e are given in the following table whether they 
wish their females work along with them in the house boat or not, 
(Pig. 34). 
TABLE 16 t D.6. Respondents attitude to 
female workers in the business 
Respondents * 
opinion 
Yes 
Mo 
TOTAL 
NO.Of 
pezmons 
32 
18 
50 
Percentage 
64 
36 
100 
According to mcmey matters and profit of the business 
respondents give preference to different tourist categories. But 
Majority of the raspcmdents prefer Karopeans, because they am 
•ere psoflperous and are more civilised people and they spend too 
Much SKMBey during their toiuni. Bttt thoeare are d:yC£erent dboicos 
of different respondents as given in tadale 17 bolowt (Fig. 35). 
SMU4I lit B«7. Preferwace to tourists category 
fiMUMXMTies Ml« fOi persons 
3 
7 
6 
21 
11 
fm 
Pereentaoe 
6 
14 
12 
41 
U 
im 
9 9 
Mh«n tourists CORM fsum different coantriss, th^y bring 
t^ )«ir Mm cultuxv with tham ^Amn thsy Qb8«rv« ths Ksslmiri 
culture they try to adopt the Kashniri custons. (F^ O* 36). 
TABLE 16 I D6. Tourists adopt eartain 
Kashniri customs 
Views of NO. of p_ ^ 
respondents persons «^"=g" aq^ 
Yea 15 30 
NO 35 70 
TOTAL 50 100 
In the above table we find that only 30 per cent respondents 
said that tourist adopt Kashmiri customs. But this nvmber will 
increase with passage of tirae. 
According to the analysis of the interview Schedule 'A' and 
*B' there is not any aspect of the culture of Hanjis in which 
the change has not taken place and nain source of change is 
the tourist industry. 
Chapter - VZ 
VIHDZMOS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Earlier tie have discussed in a bit details the changes 
in the different aspects of the culture of HanJis and their 
changing social status in the Kashmiri society* by the 
influence and impact of tourism, we cited above tables with 
diagrams in V chapter enough to demonstrate our points* Now we 
shall draw out some conclusions from those empirical data. 
Ihe culture of Kashmiri people is quite different from 
the cultures of the neighbouring states and countries because of 
its geographical circumstances. Kashmir was isolated from the 
other ports of the world for a long time. But with the passage 
of time it beeems known to the foreigners and they started 
to take intecest in the visits of the valley. Since them the 
valley of Ksslhiiir got tourist ii^ portanee and the people of valley 
made it their ^ mfession to receive and aervive their guests* 
So from these days the interaction of the people and different 
cultuxes stevteA* Sue to the influence of the other eulturos a 
slow «dieago stAstoA ia the euiture of Kashmir. For a long tlsM 
this €tbmagm w«« oo •l*r that ono eould hardly understand* But 
with the pessago of timo %ho tourism industzy developed and 
i t 
t«mrJUit ts«ffIc iiicx««0«ft« with It ehanutt in KuihMiri eultur* 
also became fast, 
iianjis sect also beeami in touch with the tourists by 
providing a imique and special type of acconmodation tc» the 
tourists. Due to the tourist industry their culture, econonic, 
social and religious aspects o£ life trere also effected. In 
present study we find that they are quite different in their 
culture than in the past culture change is going very fast 
among Kan j is. In the past Han J is were considered the niost 
backward group of Kashmir. But they are considered as the 
most advanced^ westernized* modernised group of the society. 
There is a great difference between a Hanji and a Kashmiri of 
other scKSt. Because Hanjis have also changed their traditional 
dress, habits of food* and their language is also effected. For 
example* Kashmiris in ^neral use *SaBiawar' to serve tea tothe 
guests as well as themselves* tmt in a Huaji family this 'Samawar* 
has disappeared and modem tea sets have taken its place. Htm 
childiwn of the Hanjis are store advanced, more Hiodemiattd and more 
wvstemised IAMIB ttuiir parents* 
Hsajis themselves have a«eeptetf that their.ehildi»n am 
obaaging throu^ their eontactw with the tourists. Different 
xespendu^ts gave different view , that sesM axe of the opiniim 
that their children are behaviim as more westernised* sosw said 
they behave as more n4Hv->religioiis and many cespondents say they 
becMsne ooze twmBem seeking due to l^ ieir oenteet with tlM 
%Q«uriJit«« 
m 
Majority of tho s«sp«n)d(ints accept that thay and thalr 
childmn know logliJih without any c<M}aidazation of baing aducatad 
or imaducated. This only bacausa thair childran and thay than-
salvas want to initata tlNiir goaats in thair drasa, food hikbita 
and drinking habits and also in thair a^x habits. This jUiiitatlon 
givas tham new Image of life and dteviatas th^D from their 
traditional customs and values. 
Tourist trade has iq^ liftad the house-boat Hanj is econ<Mnically 
and also changed their social background. Hanjis who were 
illiterates in the past# have revoluticmized theiaselves in the 
field of education. They Alfa in favour of girls education also 
and send their daughters and sons to the universities for further 
studies. 
Generally we find that traditional professions are not 
always acceptable to the youth. But aeoong Hanjis we find that 
majority of the youth are interested in their txaditional 
profession and evdn youngmen of the other eosnoaities axe also 
interested in this business* 
Maajis thenselves aceopted that tourists have a ba4 noral 
lafltttNMMi wptm their children and mgaztl their habits and winners 
m iHMiral* Wut the yoiang generation is of the opis^i/oa that 
toitriats havtt a good noral iofUteoce ii|»on the moral life of 
KaslMilris* ISiath aEiagaxd their elders as eonserratives and 
tg»ditl«Mltt«» 
me Mkjnrity of the respMid«ata of itttexview Mhsdole *A* 
teli UB tHi « i l ipl^p Of )o to 40 yMr»« The naia xMson for i t i s 
that old (piiuiration is ignorant of nodarn tactics and i#astam 
hospitality and do not prova thansalvas as succassful in tho 
husinass as thair youngar onas* 8o thay gat thamsalvas isolatad 
£rQB tha businass and hand ovar tha businass to thair youngars 
who run it carefully. 
So \m may say there is no aspect of the life of Srinagar 
especially of the house boat Hanjis which has not been effected 
and changed by the tourist industry. Via may conclude here 
that culture of Hanjis has changed and is changing rapidly by 
the impact of tourists. 
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laymvifff BomomM »A' 
iWax SO h««Ai o£ thtt f«nlXl«a among th« Itenjia - A study of 
A. 1. Mane ......,,...........^....,,...^^ A. 2. 
A. 3. Place of birth 
B. I. How long you have been in the profession of nmnlng the 
house boats, 
B. 2. Was your father also a houseboat owner? Yes/No. 
B» 3. Was your grandfather also a house boat owner? Yes/lK>. 
C. 1. Is your whole family involved in this business? 
V^ole family 
Only myself and ray wife 
Only myself and <»ie of my sons 
Only myself and all my sons 
Only myself. 
C. 2. Oo youlike your sons to continue this business? Yes/No. 
D. 1. Are most of your guests (tourists) educated? Yes/No. 
D. 2. Axe most of your guests (tourists) foreigners? Yes/No* 
fbreigners 
IDAdlan 
Both 
D* 3 . Do most of the tourists on Western hospitabil l ty? Yes/Kb. 
B« 1« So you think that your children are changing with their 
o«nt*ct with the tourists? rm&/m/Gan*t •«y« 
B. 2 , Hhieh «liange esMiag the following things yma wmqa^wA • • 
the aost strikijig? 
2* Change in lMie»«r« 
3» Change in s ty l e of talking 
4* ehmiigm in food hil>itn 
5. €tmM9» of «t t i t i i te tonesds e l d n n . 
6. laiange in att itude towisAi fwuUly in general* 
I* 3« So pm thiak that by eontiot with tourist* ymir 
cAiilMii mw htibmrimgt 
I , 4, Do you think th«t touristji ha^m any bad influanca on tha 
moral l i fa of your cftiildran? Ya»/llo/Gan*t say. 
B* 5* Do you kaoir Ingliah? Y M / ^ * 
I . 6. Do your tihildran know Bngliah? Yaa/No, 
B. 7, vfhat ia moat iaiportant problam yoa faal ra^arding 
touri«t»« 
Their habits of feoa 
Their habits of drinking 
Their hAbits of raexeatlon 
Their different culture 
B. 8« Do you thJUok that more than you« your children know 
how to taiskle the tourists and look after them? 
Yes/No/Cant•s say. 
iwypviiw i^ ;Hiff)U|# 'B' 
(Ibr 50 yoDOigRMii of tha ag« of 20-25 among the Han J is) 
A.l, Nana A.2, Age 
A, 3. Iducation 
A. 4. Do you like to atxidy further? Yes/No. 
B.l, Are you helping your parents in business? Yea/Mo. 
B,2. Do you like this business? Yes/No. 
B.3. Are you satisfied with the working of business by 
parents? Yes/No. 
B.4. Do you think that business is very profitable? Yes/NO« 
C.l. How do rate the touristst 
1« Very well behaved 
2 , Well behaved 
3 . not well behaved 
4» H I nannexed 
C.2* Bom do you rate the behaviour of tourists towards 
IGMhrniries im general? 
1* Doa*t l iko the Keohniris, 
2* JJMm tiio XMlwlrio 
! • vory WMSh li3m the Kashmiris. 
€»S* °Mll«h age gnN^ swong the touris ts you regard as nore 
idjttstabloT 
1* Old peoplo 
2. Middle ogsd 90«yle 
3 , Young poop!.* 
D*l« Do you l i t e the touris ts mgavding aomoy matters? 
! • SatisfootlMi 
2* flood 
3 , S i t sotisfaotosy 
4* Mud 
»»a» 9» ftia tMali «liot tiMurists axo a iouroe oft 
! • HM mfiPiNl titflmnoo imMi iQuiliiiiciA* 
i» 
D*l* So you t h i i ^ that touriats ara a aourea of aotemiaatlon? 
yan/lfo/CMi't say 
D«i4. Oo yoa wmxt t o iisitato tha touriata? 
SB thair dsoaa 
Zn thalr l^od hablta 
m thair drinking habita 
zn thair aax hdoita 
D.5. Oo you xagard tour lata aa a aouroe of now idaaa? 
Ntew faaliicma 
!law vaXuaa 
0 .6 , Do you vant your inothar and s l s t a r vrork in tha 
hou8irix»at along with you? Yoa/No. 
D*7« Whitth kind of tourlsta you prafere moat? 
itorth Indiauoaq 
South Indians 
Asians 
Suropeana 
Amarieans 
0 .8 , Do you think that tourists adopt certain Kaslvniri 
auatonui? Yaa/No. 
D.9. Zf yas« %#cHild you anl iat thava cuatoraa? 
U 
2. 
3 . 
4« 
S. 
6* 
